
Need a staging solution for your next outdoor event?

We create hire experiences that are fast, affordable 

and professional for every customer

TRUCK STAGE
Packages from $1000+GST

The truck stage takes 1-1.5hrs to
build, and 60 mins to packdown.
Additional time will be required if
adding production and/or
backline. 

The site footprint required for
setup is 9.5m length x 9.5m depth
x 4m height. This creates a stage
of 6m x 5m, 30m2.

Adequate access to get the truck
to its desired position must be
suitable for a truck weighing up to
10T to access. A site map showing
the access route is required for all
setups. Should the truck get stuck,
the cost to rescue it will be passed
onto the client.

The stage surface is made from
prolyte stage panels with a
loading capacity of 750kg/m2.

On completion of the build, the
stage height is between 900mm -
1200mm depending on site
foundation, and comes complete
with a black stage skirt and two
sets of stairs with handrails.

The truck stage has limited
protection from weather via a
gullwing roof. The back is 1.8m
high, and the gullwing opens up
to 2.6m above stage.

The back wheels of the truck must
be at the highest point of the site,
as two hydraulic arms will assist in
levelling stage from front of truck
to ensure the stage is level. 

The stage can only be built out
from the driver's side. See photos
for illustration.

The surface of which the truck
stage is built canot have a slope of
more than 300mm tolerance from
front to back - side to side.

The truck stage has been certified
to handle wind gusts of up to
50kph with associated banners
fixed. Should site conditions /
weather forecast exceed gusts of
50kph, discussions will be held
with the client pre-event
regarding safe solutions.

Additional staging can be added
to create a larger stage space.
Please enquire for a price on
application. 

Prices noted above are for
Auckland delivery only, with
additional transport charged for
locations beyond.

 

STAGE SPECIFICATIONS

PACKAGE B

$1000+GST
5M X 4M = 20M2

Our truck stage is the smallest in our fleet, and the perfect addition

 to any outdoor event needing a fast and affordable setup.

PACKAGE A

$1200+GST
5M X 6M = 30M2
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BANNER 

SPECIFICATIONS

Custom made banners can be applied
to the truck stage to help brand the
stage maximising value for all
stakeholders involved with your event
. 
Top Banner
1000mm high x 5250mm wide

Bottom Banner
1840mm high x 4980mm wide

We recommend the top and bottom
banner is a PVC blockout welded with
eyelets (approx. eveyr 300mm) on all
sides.

When sending artwork to your local
printer, save as a press quality pdf at
10% of actual size. 

Add 500mm bleed around artwork
and convert all text to outlines.

Recommended supplier
www.benefitz.co.nz

Recommended one week minimum
turn around.

Banner must be supplied on arrival to
site.

"We booked Mobile Stage Co for our
'B' stage as part of ZM's Float Festival.
The team were great to deal with
and helped us create a great vibe.
They were proactive at integrating
with our site setup and take health &
safety seriously. 

On top of that, our sponsors JBL were
impressed with how effective their
branded banners were based on the
specs supplied by MSC. If you're
looking for a simple, cost effective
staging solution for your event, these
are definitely your guys."

Lance Cathro
General Manager, The Production Co
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